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WORKSHOP NOTES
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WHAT IS HIGH FREQUENCY RADIO?
HF radio is a lower frequency than UHF or VHF and therefore has a
longer wavelength. These longer waves travel further than UHF/VHF.

UHF and VHS are basically line-of-sight whereas HF can be bounced
around obstacles.

SKYWAVE
HF radio waves can be bounced off the ionosphere – one of the layers
of earth’s atmosphere that is roughly 200km above us.

In the hands of experienced radio operators HF signals can be sent
many thousands of kilometres by bouncing signals off the ionosphere at
a low angle.

These principles have been known from very early radio days and old
pedal HF sets (with glass vacuum valves) were used by the Royal Flying
Doctor Service in its early work in central Australia.

HF has also been widely used internationally for a very long time.
Recently HF has been somewhat overshadowed by satellite-phone
technology but it has some advantages over this newer technology as
we’ll see below.

GROUND WAVE
In addition to the skywave described above that is bounced around the
globe between ionosphere and the surface of the earth HF also puts out
a Ground Wave that travels relatively short distances by following the
terrain. Ground Wave is generally limited to about 20km in flat country
and much less in hilly or canyon country.
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NVIS PROPOGATION
A relatively new development with HF has been to adopt a technique
called Near Vertical Incident Skywave (NVIS) where the radio signal is
sent straight up. This wave then bounces back down and covers an area
in a circle around the transmitting radio. The choice of frequency is
critical to the success of NVIS – too high and it will go straight through
the ionosphere into space. Too low and it won’t have the energy to
travel the 400km round trip back to earth after bouncing off the
ionosphere.

The following website has real time best NVIS frequencies – these are
generally around 7meg in day time and about 5meg at night.

http://www.spacew.com/www/fof2.html

For bush searches NVIS is the best technique and is one of the reasons
we deploy our antenna horizontal to the ground in order to send the
signal straight up.

HF NVIS is used widely by emergency services in the USA and the UK.
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HOW DOES HF COMPARE TO SAT-PHONE?

Sat-phones are lighter and more convenient to use than HF radio. They
are quicker to set up and anyone who can use a regular mobile phone
can use a sat-phone with minimal training.

However, sat-phones have a major disadvantage – to maintain a signal
the sat-phone handset antenna maintain line-of-sight to the satellite.
The orbiting satellites over Australia mostly take a north/south path
across our sky. This is great in an open environment with a clear view of
the sky – such as a flat area devoid of major hills, gorges or mountains.
If the satellite is behind a hill or cliff the signal will be lost. Sat-phones
will generally not work in deep gorges or canyons. They are also
susceptible to reception black spots under heavy tree cover
(particularly if wet).

This terrain is where HF radio (using NVIS techniques as described
above) comes into its own. Because the signal goes straight up 200km
where it strikes the ionosphere and is bounced down again it can be
used from within a deep gorge or below a tall cliff to reach a receiving
unit within a range of 5km to about 500km away.

In good HF conditions (although the ionosphere varies as described
further on) the author has made very clear voice comms and telephone
interconnects from the Claustral/Rainbow canyons junction out to
Newcastle as well as many other similar demanding test sites
throughout the Blue Mountains.

HF also seems to perform better than sat-phone under heavy trees.

PROS AND CONS OF HF RADIO VERSUS SATELLITE PHONE

HF RADIO PROS
Will work from deep canyons and in hilly terrain.
Cheap to operate

HF RADIO CONS
Can be unreliable when the ionosphere is unstable
Slower to set up and use than a sat-phone

SATELLITE PHONE PROS
Quick to set up and use.
Easy to use
Reliable and convenient in areas with a clear view of the sky

SATELLITE PHONE CONS
Won’t always work in hilly terrain
Will probably never work in canyons or deep gorges
Expensive call costs
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HOW OUR GROUP CAN USE HF RADIO IN THE BUSH

Our group has access to two portable QMAC HF90 units. These units
can be used for mobile-to-mobile comms by search parties travelling on
foot. Alternatively one unit could be kept at search base and one unit
could be used by a search party. These radios can be used for straight
voice comms or to make telephone interconnects into the Australian
telephone system (landline and mobile).

If a search base is equipped with a landline or regular mobile phone
both our HF units can be used by search parties who can use Radtel to
speak to base. These mobile parties can talk to each other via VKS737.

RADIO PROTOCOLS

For voice comms:

OVER (at the end of each transmission)

GOING CLEAR (at completion of radio sked)

GOING CLEAR AND LISTENING ON THE SIDE (if you plan to
maintain a listening watch on the frequency)

• Wait one full second after previous transmission before replying.

• Hold mike 5cm from lips.

• Speak in a clear, loud voice.

• On the laminated sheets there is an Alpha-Numeric alphabet for
times when voice comms are difficult.

• When listening – partly turn the mic to hear the incoming
message more clearly (speaker is on back of mic).

• Before transmitting make a note of all points you wish to cover
including your grid reference, all outgoing messages and any
questions for base.

• Be ready to write down incoming messages.

• Write a time and grid reference for each transmission location

• Before heading out on a search write down all useful phone
numbers including police sat-phone, mobile, search base, search
office, local police station etc.

Equipment to have on hand:
Notebook and pencil in waterproof bag
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LEGAL USE OF HF RADIO

Our group has two possible means of using HF radio within existing
communications laws:

VKS737 (4WD Radio Network). We can use VKS737 for mobile-to-
mobile or mobile to VKS737base.

RADTEL. We can use our HF radios to dial into a Radtel base to make a
telephone interconnect call. This system provides single channel audio
phone calls (ie: only one person can talk at a time) into the standard
telephone system. Can be used for landline and mobile phone numbers.

HF radios can also be used on VRA emergency frequencies although
our units are not licensed for these frequencies. This is what BWRS uses
in their HF radios. BWRS does not have VKS737 or Radtel frequencies in
their radios.

USING THE QMAC HF90 PORTABLE RADIO

The unit comprises:
• HF90 transiever
• End-fed broadband auto-tune wire antenna (with spindle

and cord)
• Coax cable
• Battery (7 amp hour gel-cell)
• Mic with Press-To-Talk (PTT) button
• Power leads
• Laminated instructions
• Spare fuse
• Waterproof case (ensure purge valve is closed)

POSITIONING THE ANTENNA

Ideally the wire antenna should be set at 90 degrees to intended
direction of receiving station. Although this is less critical with NVIS. Use
the cords or any handy rope/prussik cords to position the antenna wire.

Best position is approx 1 metre off the ground. Will still work if higher or
lower but some performance will be lost. Can even be laid on the
ground if there is nothing else.

In wet canyons it is best to keep it away from wet canyon walls as much
as possible.

CHOOSING A FREQUENCY

The rule of thumb is: THE HIGHER THE SUN THE HIGHER THE
FREQUENCY.
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HOW TO MAKE A VKS737 CALL

• Select a frequency (daytime try 5455 or 8022 – night try 3995 or
5455).

• Set the HF90 to the chosen channel
• Press the PTT and make a transmission “VKS737 Romeo 2786

calling Romeo 2787”

At the start of each transmission you need to (1) call the station you are
trying to reach and (2) identify yourself using the full call-sign as
follows:

“Romeo 2786 this is Romeo 2787”.
Romeo is the receiving party, Romeo 2787 is the calling party
After that it is acceptable to talk normally.
When signing off use the call sign again.
“This is Romeo 2786 going clear”.

At the start of the search establish a system of radio skeds as follows:
Example of daytime skeds
On the hour on 8022
5 past the hour on 5455
10 past the hour on 11612

example of night time skeds
on the hour on 3995
5 past the hour 5455
10 past the hour on 8022

Synchronise watches for these sked times.

CALLING A VKS737 BASE

Key in sell call numbers for desired base. Wait for ring tone and speak
with VKS737 operator.

If we plan on using VKS737 bases during a rescue we will alert them in
advance to expect occasional calls. These operators can be used to
receive message that can be retrieved by phone from our rescue base
or back-up team. But in general we would use Radtel in preference to
using a VKS737 base.
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HOW TO MAKE A RADTEL CALL

Select a frequency and Radtel base (it will usually be Newcastle for Blue
Mountains searches). Daytime try 5105, 6910, 8160. At night time try
3760, 5105, 6910.

Select the channel on the HF90 (be aware that the QMAC unit channel
is different to Radtel channel).

Send a beacon test to the base.

Try beacon tests for different frequencies and choose the best
frequency based on the quality of the return beacon signal.

Key in the phone call numbers and listen for the ring tone.

To hang up press ##.

Note: when making calls to a telephone user not expecting a Radtel call
you need to explain that only one person can talk at a time. It is best to
do this at the very start of your conversation.

You should also ask the telephone user to say “over” at the end of each
transmission.

TROUBLESHOOTING

The ionosphere is constantly changing and can sometimes suffer from
temporary glitches for HF users. If your first voice call, beacon test or
Radtel call doesn’t get through try again a couple of times. Outages are
generally very short.

On one or two days a year there can be longer outages due to poor HF
conditions due to ionospheric disturbances.

These longer ionospheric disturbances can be monitored via the real-
time website space weather website.

http://www.ips.gov.au/Main.php?CatID=6

The following is a sample from the space weather website showing poor
HF conditions. This map changed to a good map within two hours.
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BATTERY LIFE
The 7 amp hour batteries should give a very full day of transmissions if
used intermittently. They will last two or three days if used sparingly (eg
six or so short skeds per day).

COMMON SENSE DURING SKEDS
Avoid unnecessary waiting and repetition of information. Search parties
want to be walking around not talking on a radio.

Sometimes search parties may need to be firm with a base operator
who wants to keep talking.

At the start of a search a decision will be made on the frequency of
skeds – for example in some areas it may be better to do two-hourly
skeds rather than hourly (although this may mean a longer delay in
calling off a search once the lost person has been found).


